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Abstract
This is the final report on the Young Investigator Program (YIP), which is currently being continued as a Presidential Early Career Award for Science and Education (PECASE). In this program, we aim at realizing model systems of strongly correlated, disordered electrons using ultracold fermionic atoms stored in an optical "crystal". The general theme is to study high-temperature superfluids, Fermi liquids ("metals") and insulators in the presence of disordered impurities whose influence on the fermions can be controlled. In the one-year funding period of the YIP, we have completed and exceeded the goals set for year 1 of the program: We studied spin transport in strongly interacting Fermi gases by watching the motion of impurities, so-called Fermi Polarons, through a Fermi sea of atoms; we have simultaneously immersed two different kinds of fermionic impurities of differing mass in a Bose-Einstein condensate, that provides a phonon background analogous to that in a crystal. Furthermore, we have performed a theoretical study on localized magnetic impurities in a superfluid of paired ultracold fermions. Transport of fermions is central in many fields of physics. Electron transport runs modern technology, defining states of matter such as superconductors and insulators. Transport of electron spin, rather than of charge, is being explored as a new way to carry information. Neutrino transport energizes supernova explosions following the collapse of a dying star, and hydrodynamic transport of the quark-gluon plasma governed the expansion of the early Universe. However, our understanding of non-equilibrium dynamics in such strongly interacting fermionic matter is still limited. Ultracold gases of fermionic atoms realize a pristine model for such systems and can be studied in real time with the precision of atomic physics. It has been established that even above the superfluid transition such gases flow as an almost perfect fluid with very low viscosity when interactions are tuned to a scattering resonance. However, in this work we show that spin currents, as opposed to mass currents, are maximally damped, and that interactions can be strong enough to reverse spin currents, with opposite spin components reflecting off each other. We determine the spin drag coefficient, the spin diffusivity, and the spin susceptibility, as a function of temperature on resonance and show that they obey universal laws at high temperatures. At low temperatures, the spin diffusivity approaches a minimum value set by h/m, the quantum limit of diffusion, where h is Planck's constant and m the atomic mass. For repulsive interactions, our measurements appear to exclude a metastable ferromagnetic state.
Universal Spin Transport in a Strongly Interacting Fermi Gas
This work was featured in a Physics Today article, June 2011, by Barbara Gross-Levi, as well as in a Nature News&Views article by John Thomas. 
Universal Spin Transport in Polaronic and Superfluid Fermi Gases
Ariel Sommer, Mark Ku, and Martin W. Zwierlein, New Journal of Physics 13, 055009 (2011) In this work, we present measurements of spin transport in ultracold gases of fermionic Lithium-6 in a mixture of two spin states at a Feshbach resonance. In particular, we study the spin-dipole mode, where the two spin components are displaced from each other against a harmonic restoring force. We prepare a highly imbalanced, or polaronic, spin mixture with a spin-dipole excitation and we observe strong, unitarity-limited damping of the spin-dipole mode. In gases with small spin imbalance, below the Pauli limit for superfluidity, we observe strongly damped spin flow even in the presence of a superfluid core. This indicates strong mutual friction between superfluid and polarized normal spins, possibly involving Andreev reflection at the superfluid-normal interface. This work was chosen as an IOP Select for the NJP Focus issue on Strongly Correlated Quantum Fluids: From Ultracold Quantum Gases to QCD Plasmas. We have created a triply quantum degenerate mixture of bosonic 41K and two fermionic species, 40K and 6Li. The boson is shown to be an efficient coolant for the two fermions, spurring hopes for the observation of fermionic superfluids with imbalanced masses. We observe multiple heteronuclear Feshbach resonances, in particular a wide s-wave resonance for the combination 41K-40K, opening up studies of strongly interacting isotopic BoseFermi mixtures. For large imbalance, we enter the polaronic regime of dressed impurities immersed in a bosonic or fermionic bath. We consider a localized impurity atom that interacts with a cloud of fermions in the paired state. We develop an effective scattering length description of the interaction between an impurity and a fermionic atom using their vacuum scattering length. Treating the pairing of fermions at the mean-field level, we show that the impurity atom acts like a magnetic impurity in the condensed matter context, and leads to the formation of a pair of Shiba bound states inside the superconducting gap. In addition, the impurity atom can lead to the formation of deeply bound states below the Fermi sea. Both spectra show a depletion of spectral weight along the dispersion curve of the clean system indicated by the red line. The spin up spectrum (left) shows an under-sea bound state at = -3 E F , as well as a Shiba state at = -0.13 E F . The spin down spectrum only shows a Shiba state at = +0.13 E F . We study the quench dynamics of a two-component ultracold Fermi gas from the weak into the strong interaction regime, where the short time dynamics are governed by the exponential growth rate of unstable collective modes. We obtain an effective interaction that takes into account both Pauli blocking and the energy dependence of the scattering amplitude near a Feshbach resonance. Using this interaction we analyze the competing instabilities towards Stoner ferromagnetism and pairing. 
A localized magnetic impurity in a fermionic superfluid
Competition between pairing and ferromagnetic instabilities
